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Project Brief 

In the "Augmenting Morphology: The Arti�cialis Historia", the artist investigates the new
 insights into biological morphology and multispecies ethnography in micro and machine 
learning. The aesthetics of micro-biopolitical narratives and bio-visualization critically emerges 
on a glimpse of the �ctional post-specimen museum.

The collections of the unknown AI-generated specimens are based on microscopic images ob-
served and captured in the ecosystem of London. The artist intends to engage the audiences to 
perceive and build relevant knowledge from the �ctional specimens, as well as the visual and 
textual documents and dialogues around them. The creative process of specimens and their 
relevant documents are consulted by professionals working on scienti�c and technological 
backgrounds. This work re�ects the power of micro-biopolitics in the post-pandemic era and 
historical entanglements with non-humans. 
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Latent Walk: 
AI Training & Scienti�c Digital Image Processing

Consulations with Professionals: 
Train, Generate, Classify and Name Them

After meeting online or e-mail communications of machine learning specialists, scientists and 
bioinformatics engineers, I re-classify and organize the information based on their supportive 
responses and feedback.
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I explore different platforms and methodologies to bridge the latent space, �ction and reality via 
microscopic observation, generative adversarial network (GAN) and digital image processing.

Training Process of Image Dataset — From October to December 2021, I experimented with the 
sample observations of London microbial territory under the microscope. To enhance the precision 
and quality of bio-images produced later, I start analyzing and repeating the training process 
between neural networks, GAN training and manual image segmentation via MATLAB and IMAGEJ.
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Inspried By Naturalis Historia

Naturalis historia (Also known as Natural History), is an encyclopaedic 
scienti�c work in 77 century. I am inspried by these early infographics, 
charts and diagrams for organising nature. After categorizing and researching 
the cellular structure and microbial diversity, I intended to create a series of 
scienti�c illustration and information graphics to present the messages of an 
arti�cial historia created by artists, designers, scientists and techlogists.

3d prototype supported by Donghao Xie, MA Environmental Architecture, RCA

Medium: Prints, Digital Images
Size: A4 in illustration book, A0 in infographic poster 
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Pseudo Counts of AI-generated cell — To explore the aesthetics of bio-visualization in data science, I transfer the 
images into digital image processing and bio-image analysis software. This process is to prepare for lateral data art 
exploration in programming environment. Data Art: Movement&Analysis
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Exhibition Installation







Artist  Statement

During the degree research at IED, I delve into testing and prototyping the complexity and sensuality of 
information experience narratives, broadly the life science knowledge and cross-sensory interactive experi-
ence. I consider Information Experience Design as Discussion: a design protocol centring around the 
non-human and ecological approach by sensory narratives and �ctional objects.

"Being respectful to the unknowns and surroundings, and emphasizing how micro-biopolitics highly in�u-
ence the human and non-human activities."

To envision the relationships between human and non-human entities in reliable ways, I consult and collabo-
rate with professionals working on scienti�c and technological backgrounds. At this stage, I majorly connect 
with computer engineers, scientists and critics regarding bio-inspired computation, computer visions, ma-
chine learning, human embryology, microbiome and bioinformatics research etc.

"We see our own re�ection in the microcosms. "

In the post-pandemic era, we as humans, have witnessed the ongoing trans-species entanglements and em-
powerment of micro-biopolitics, especially viruses. In London, our surrounding microbial territory also shows 
the uniqueness of microbiological properties. After collecting the samples and observing them under the 
microscope, I raise my interest in creating the arti�cial nature, bridging the virtual and physical ecosystem. I 
believe the governance of microorganisms and relevant AI tools can lead me to expand the vision of “design-
ing nature” with scientists and data analysts.

That was why I decided to collaborate with my trained AI and present its creativity and value to microscopic 
image analysis and the entangled arti�cial/natural information based on London microbial territory.
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